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Messages of peace, love, unity and celebration come through in this inspirational short book

on the messages of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Martin Luther King, Jr was a passionate

speaker and civil rights activist who had a dream that all people would be treated as equal

despite differences of race and culture. In this story, channel Lee Swaim connects with spirit

and brings us messages designed to uplift and share the vision of peace and unity that will

never be forgotten.Journalist Erica Glessing interviewes channel DeAnna Swaim as she invites

messages in on peace, creation, unity, and the world in light of what is infinitely possible each

day.Originally an audio interview, this is a transcript. It is meant for entertainment and

enlightenment and does not promise to be anything other than what it is.



I HAVE A NEW DREAM: MESSAGES OF PEACE & UNITYCopyright © 2019 Erica Glessing,

Happy PublishingAll Rights ReservedCover Design by Vlatko JosifovCover Image by Interior

Design by Noel MoradoThis book is a transcribed interview channeled by psychic DeAnna

Swaim. The program was recorded to air on January 21, 2019 on The Erica Glessing Show, a

daily inspirational podcast for entrepreneurs & lightworkers. Readers are invited to share

quotes from this book without requiring any special permissions. The original interview may be

heard at . The entire transcript may be shared with written permission only from Happy

Publishing or Erica Glessing. Dear Reader,To celebrate the birthday of the late civil rights

activist Martin Luther King, Jr., I interviewed channel DeAnna Swaim who invited his spirit in for

a new conversation. The following is a transcript of that conversation. Please enjoy for the

spiritual education and entertainment, there are no claims as to what this is or is not. It was

created in the spirit of keeping alive the messages of peace and unity, and what came forth

was truly inspirational. As a child growing up, I was raised in an environment of civil rights

activism. My home was a few blocks from the University of California Berkeley (home of civil

rights protests!). My school was ‘integrated’ when I was in second grade. The environment was

lively, interesting, and formed an early love for a ‘rainbow’ community that has stayed with me

through today. In the spirit of joyful reverence, I introduce to you new messages of peace and

unity and love quite probably from the spirit of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as channeled

by the amazing DeAnna Swaim. EricaErica GlessingCEO, Happy PublishingHost “The Erica

Glessing Show” From DeAnna…I am tremendously honored to share these messages from

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.I have dedicated three decades to bringing messages of hope, peace

and love from those on the other side of life. Dr. King’s desire to further his dream of peace

and freedom from prejudice for every individual came through strongly and clearly. I hope his

words will touch you and move you to see yourself and others as uniquely equal. DeAnna L.

SwaimOpening on the Assassination and the Movement into Unity Channel: Thank you for

letting me be here. This is a very different world that I come to from the one that I left. And I see

that much movement has occurred since my time here. Interviewer: Yes. Obama became

president! Channel: Indeed, and I am very delighted and there are many delighted on this side

that that was possible. It was not me alone that paved the way. There were many that paved

the way during that time. Unfortunately, we can see that the timing was not ready, that I was

assassinated as I was at that moment in time was a resistance that push things back. That

desire was to not be united and now we see that the desire to be united is becoming fulfilled.

More being united, than the dissension that was occurring at the time. At that time there were

many groups that were divided. There were many sects that were divided. It was as if the

United States was not only divided in states, but in groups of people and that is changing. That

movement, that transition has occurred. And so now we see that there are many more groups

that are uniting in larger degree, and that is a spiritual movement. It always a spirit that moves.

It is not the physical that makes the movements. I always see that it is the spiritual that starts

that movement, and then it goes in through the spiritual to the physical and becomes available

to the consciousness of the individual. And so we see many individuals moving now more

towards unity and that is a step towards peace. That was the goal and the intention, always

that there be peace not only for those of color, but for all of the United States and the world at

large. Interviewer: I was looking at the election recently. I was perceiving resistance again, like

backlash contraction after so much expansion.
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Dean Lovett, “Enlightening read. This is a fine genuine article of spiritual information.Anyone

who knows about trance mediumistic work will find it quite interesting I feel anyone will benefit

from reading this has it not just an interview or a trance demonstration but something we can

adopt in our own lives to help bring about peace in our own way.”

The book by DeAnna Swaim has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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